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“The most common, obvious signs 
are the timekeeping of the watch, as 
the watch begins to lose time,” explains 
Martin. “Other signs a service is needed 
can be issues with complications such 
as calendars, chronographs or even the 
automatics, perhaps the watch isn’t 
winding on the wrist for example. Of 
course, if the watch becomes unreliable 
or erratic for any reason, I would take it 
to be looked at. At Charles Martin we 
will always give customers a watch 

While many a fine watchmaker will laud the 
longevity of their timepieces – “you don’t own a 
Patek Philippe. You merely look after it for the 
next generation” – that multi-generational 
lifespan doesn’t happen without a little bit of 
effort. No matter how well made a watch, 
without regular servicing there’s a good chance 
it won’t even see out the decade.

As Martin Cleaton of watch specialists 
Charles Martin puts it, “A mechanical 
watch is just like any other piece of 
mechanical equipment, it needs 
attention and maintenance to work. On 
top of this one should consider the size 
of individual watch components and 
the strict tolerances required of them. It 
doesn’t take long and it doesn’t need to 
wear much before the watch just simply 
won’t perform as it once did.”

Whether it’s the oils in the watch 
drying up and wearing on the 
components, or a shock causing an 
irregularity in the balance of your pride 

and joy, there are a multitude of 
reasons your watch might need some 
tender loving care. Generally the 
watchmaker on the dial will tell you 
how long you should wait between 
services, but those periods vary wildly 
between watches.

If you’re unsure whether your beloved 
timepiece is in need of a service – 
perhaps because you have a pre-owned 
or vintage piece – there are some 
tell-tale indicators.
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health check free of charge.”
That health check is invaluable. 

Servicing a watch takes time and 
knowing there’s an issue beforehand 
lets you be sure it’s worth the time off 
your wrist. That said, while sending a 
watch all the way to Switzerland can 
take months, Charles Martin offers a full 
service in only four weeks, with partial 
services or small repairs taking just a 
matter of days.

That might seem a lot for a full 
service to the uninitiated, but it’s a 

comprehensive affair, “depending on 
the complexity of the watch,” says 
Martin, “or the particular service, I 
would expect my watchmakers to 
physically service the watch between 
four to eight hours. However, the watch 
first has to be estimated, which can 
take one to two hours, then stripped 
cleaned and polished again over 
another two to four hours, depending 
on polishing processing. We then need 
to order parts, recase, test for water 
resistance and of course test and QC the 
watch, which takes anywhere from 48 
hours to a week.”

It’s an intensive, specialist affair and 
one that requires a professional watch 
servicer to avoid damaging the fine 
mechanics of your watch, something 
Charles Martin are well versed in. Still, 
there are some things you can do to 
help your timepiece last to the upper 
end of its recommended service 
intervals. For one, you can use a watch 
winder, such as those from WOLF; for 
another you can endeavour to keep 
your watches clean and dust-free as 
much as possible.

“Other rules of thumb,” explains 
Martin, “are only move the hands 
forward when setting the date or time. 
Always screw down the crown after use, 
never operate the pushers under water 
and don’t use functions like rapid date 
change if any of the hands are in the 
top half of the dial (i.e., between 9pm 
and 3am). To ensure watches perform 
at their best ensure it’s fully wound 
before wearing.”

Keep to those cardinal rules and, with 
a bit of care, your watches should be 
able to go a fair few years without 
needing a service. And when they do, 
Charles Martin’s watchmakers will be 
there to help.
To find out more about servicing and 
to book your service, visit 
charlesmartinwatchcompany.com

Servicing a watch takes 
time and knowing there’s 
an issue beforehand lets 
you be sure it’s worth the 
time off your wrist
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A full watch service at Charles Martin 
(featured) can be completed in only four 
weeks, with partial services or small 
repairs taking just a matter of days. It’s 
an intensive, specialist affair and one 
that requires a professional watch 
servicer to avoid damaging the fine 
mechanics of your pride and joy


